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Helpful Tip

PASTING TEXT UNTO 
THIS DOCUMENT
1. COPY what you want to paste 

from the source
2. Use CTRL+SHIFT+V to paste 

the copied text and have it 
automatically match the format of 
your destination document.

Helpful Tip

OR
1. COPY what you want to paste 

from the source
2. SELECT the text box
3. RIGHT CLICK
4. SELECT Paste without formatting
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▪ Improves the visitor experience

▪ Streamlines the journey through the 
reception area by reducing lines

▪ Pre-register visitor via Outlook or 
Gmail calendar 

▪ Operates on a PC, tablet or 
smartphone

▪ Enforces security, non-disclosure 
agreements and visitor policies

▪ Refuse entrance based on watch
list match

▪ Integrates with Symmetry Access 
Control or operates as a stand-alone 
system

▪ Integrates with commercial off-the-shelf 
visitor management hardware

▪ Simplifies employee involvement and 
provides increased security

SymmetryTM GUEST is a web-based policy driven visitor management system that 
automates all processes associated with the lifecycle of a visitor, delivering a fluid 
visitor experience that maintains security, enforces compliance and reduces 
operating costs.

Employees pre-register visitors with Symmetry GUEST or using Outlook or 
Gmail. The visitor receives a welcome email which can contain a map, travel 
instructions or arrival instructions. Symmetry GUEST sends a QR or barcode to 
the visitor’s smartphone. Visitors can check-in via the self-service touchscreen 
monitor (tablet) or their smartphone, allowing organizations to optimize how 
lobbies are manned and managed.  An automatic email or text is sent to the host 
employee when their visitor arrives so the employee can greet their visitor.

SymmetryTM Guest
The Ultimate Visitor
Management System
Datasheet

KEY FEATURES

“Symmetry GUEST allows 
Northwestern Mutual to work 
smarter, not harder and leverage 
technology to reduce risk,”
says Bret DuChateau (Corporate 
Security, Northwestern Mutual).
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